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There is great motivation in the electron microscopy field to speed up and streamline sample processing, 

especially for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) which can take days to weeks to complete on the 

bench. The sample processing microwave has been developed to allow faster protocols, and tissue 

processors have automated the procedure, but as yet there is no established combination of speed and 

automation for chemical TEM sample processing. This experiment was designed to test the mPrep 

capsule system and ASP-1000 robot as a possible alternative to microwaves and tissue processors by 

taking advantage of rapid continuous agitation to gain both speed and automation.  

 

A new way of streamlining sample preparation for electron microscopy has emerged in the market, the 

capsule based system called mPrep by Microscopy Innovations [1]. Together with their sample 

processing robot the ASP-1000, this system is positioned to enable a combination of automation and 

time reduction in TEM sample processing [2]. The work of Kent McDonald and Rick Webb in the areas 

of rapid freeze substitution and resin infiltration and embedding have brought about a renewed 

understanding of the role rapid agitation plays in reducing time for sample processing [3]. In this 

experiment the ASP-1000 robot was programmed for continuous rapid agitation of the samples for each 

fluid incubation in order to determine whether similar results to traditional bench processing could be 

obtained with greatly reduced incubation times coupled with rapid agitation.  

 

Freshwater planarian worm Schmidtea mediterranea were processed using the steps from an optimized 

manual bench protocol as a framework and comparison for this experiment [4]. Since microwaves have 

already reduced times for TEM processing, timing for established microwave processing protocols for 

use with the Pelco BioWave Microwave Tissue Processor were combined with rapid agitation to 

produce the ASP-1000 robot protocol [5,6]. For the pure resin steps, rapid agitation was not possible 

because the resin’s viscosity limited the speed of agitation, so the number of repeats of the agitation 

program remained the same and only the agitation speed was changed (Table 1). Total time for the robot 

protocol was 1.5 hours, after which samples were left in a pure resin incubation without agitation for 1.5 

hours. Samples were embedded in enclosed flat bottomed capsules in Spurr’s resin at 100 C for 5 hours, 

and 50 nm sections were collected for imaging. Sections of samples from this protocol did not appear 

significantly different from samples processed using the manual bench protocol (Fig. 1).  

 

In this experiment a new protocol has been designed and tested to process samples for TEM in only 3 

hours by taking advantage of robotics and constant rapid agitation. Combined with embedding at high 

temperature, this protocol has taken 8 hours to produce samples that would have taken 7 days with the 

previous protocol. As an alternative to other time saving and streamlining sample processing techniques, 

the ASP-1000 brings speed and automation together, freeing up specialist time. In combination with 

high temperature embedding, sample blocks can be ready for cutting more quickly, speeding up results. 
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Table 1.  Sample processing protocols used in comparison. ASP-1000 was not used for embedding. 

 
Figure 1.  Image comparisons between the protocols. A through D represent the manual bench protocol, 

E through H the ASP-1000 Robot protocol. A, B, E, F, scale bar 2 um, C and G scale bar is 1 um, D and 

H scale bar is 0.5 um. 


